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Chapter 6 

Other Proposed Criteria for Non-finiteness 

     In this chapter, we will examine the rest of the proposed criteria in the 

literature, including Li’s and Huang’s structural barriers and Tang’s arguments, 

which will be inspected thoroughly in the following subsections. 

6.1 The Co-occurrence Relation and the Licensing of Negative Polarity Items 

     Li (1990) claims that the temporal adverbial cong2qian2 ‘before’ must 

co-occur with the aspectual marker guo4 indicating ‘experience, having done 

something’ in the same clause to satisfy the same-clause condition. Examples 

(19)-(21) are repeated as (201)-(203): 

(201) 我   從前      告訴    過  他 [你  來   這兒]。 
wo3  cong2qian2 gao4su4  guo4 ta1 ni3  lai2 zher4 
I    before     tell     ASP  he  you  come here 
‘I told him before that you come here.’ 
 

(202)*我  從前      告訴    他 [你   來   過   這兒]。 
 wo3 cong2qian2 gao4su4 ta1 ni3  lai2  guo4 zher4 
 I    before     tell    he  you  come ASP  here 

 
(203) 我  從前      請    他 [吃  過   飯]。 

wo3 cong2qian2 qing3  ta1 chi1 guo4  fan4 
I    before     invite him eat  ASP  meal 
‘I invited him to eat before.’ 

Being judged by several native speakers in Taiwan, it makes no difference between 

(201) and (202), both of which are acceptable; instead, (202) is smoother and clearer 

than (201). Reinforced by the counter-examples put forth by Hu et al., the 
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assumption that this kind of structural barrier does not hold, at least in Taiwan 

Mandarin, becomes more tenable.  

     The second structural barrier Li proposes concerns the relation between the 

negation marker and the negative polarity item, both of which must occur in the 

same clause to ensure the licensing process. Examples (22)-(23) are repeated below:  

(204)*我  沒有     告訴   過   他 [你 做   任何    事情]。 
 wo3 mei2you3  gao4su4 guo4  ta1  ni3 zuo4 ren4he2  shi4qing2 
 I   not-have   tell     ASP  him you do   any      thing 
 ‘I have not told him you did anything.’ 

 
(205) 我  沒有     勸      過    他   [去  做    任何    事情]。 
     wo3 mei2you3  quan4   guo4  ta1  qu4  zuo4 ren4he2  shi4qing2 
     I   not-have   persuade ASP  him   go   do   any      thing 
     ‘I have not persuaded him to do anything.’ 

     Li also argues that the negative polarity item ren4he2 ‘any’ can only occur in 

conditionals and negatives, as shown in (206)-(208):  

(206) (Li 1990:20)  
     你  喜歡    任何   東西    就  告訴   我。 
      ni1 xi3huan1 ren4he2 dong1xi1 jiu4 gao4su4 wo3 
      you like     any    thing    then tell    me 
      ‘(If) you like anything, then tell me.’  
 
(207) 他 不  喜歡    任何   東西。 
      ta1 bu4 xi3huan1 ren4he2 dong1xi1 
      he  not  like     any    thing 
      ‘He does not like anything.’  
 
(208)*他 喜歡    任何    東西。 
      ta1 xi3huan1 ren4he2  dong1xi1 
      he like     any     thing 
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However, in fact, we can find ren4he2 ‘any’ appearing in clauses other than 

conditionals and negatives, five of which picked out from Academic Sinica 

Balanced Corpus of Mandarin Chinese are shown below:20 

(209) 我們    該   準備     應付    任何   情況。 
      wo3men gai1  zhun3bei4 ying4fu4 ren4he2 qing2kuang4 
      we      should prepare  deal-with any    situation 
      ‘We should make preparation for any situation that will happen. ’ 
 
(210) 她們  懷疑    任何 「本體論」。 
     ta1men huai2yi2 ren4he2 ben3ti3lun4 
     they   doubt   any    ontology 
     ‘They doubt about ontology of any kind.’ 
  
(211) 他 可以  為  她 作  任何    事。 
      ta1 ke3yi3 wei4 ta1 zuo4 ren4he2 shi4 
      he  can   for  she do  any    thing 
      ‘He can do anything for her.’ 
 
(212) 埃及 軍隊    業已  準備     接受    任何   自願    投降      的 
      Ai1ji2 jun1dui4 ye4yi3 zhun3bei4 jie1shou4 ren4he2 zi4yuan4 tou2xiang2 de 
      Egypt troop    already prepare   accept   any    willingly surrender  DE 
      伊拉克   軍隊。 
      Yi1la1ke4 jun1dui4 
      Iraq     troop 
      ‘The Egypt troops have already made preparation for accepting any 

willingly-surrendered Iraq troops.’ 
 
(213) 將來     會  在  任何    情況       下， 負  起  照顧      父母    
      jiang1lai2 hui4 zai4 ren4he2 qing2kuang4 xia4  fu4 qi3  zhao4gu4 fu4mu3 
      future    will at   any     situation    under bear rise take-care-of parent 
      的  責任。 
      de  ze2ren4 
      DE  responsibility 

                                                 
20 http://www.sinica.edu.tw/SinicaCorpus/ 
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     ‘(I) will take the responsibility of taking care of my parents under any 
 circumstances.’ 

Perhaps influenced by English, Li thinks that ren4he2 ‘any’ must be licensed; 

however, the use of ren4he2 ‘any’ in Taiwan Mandarin is not as strict as that in 

English. Even in English, any can also appear in sentences other than conditionals 

and negatives, as shown in the free translations in (209)-(213).  

     Therefore, the ungrammaticality of the sentence (204) may possibly not result 

from the licensing matter but from other reasons instead. One of the probable causes 

may originate from the semantic inconsistency. The main clause entails an event that 

happened expressed by the aspectual marker guo4, while the embedded one denotes 

a present event; hence, the two clauses conflict with each other in terms of tense in 

semantics. In light of this logic, we can amend this sentence by inserting an 

aspectual marker guo4 into the embedded clause; in doing so, the sentence will turn 

out to be an acceptable one: 

(214) 我  沒有     告訴   過  他 [你  做   過   任何   事情]。 
  wo3 mei2you3 gao4su4 guo4 ta1 ni3  zuo4 guo4 ren4he2 shi4qing2 
  I   not-have  tell     ASP him you do   ASP  any    thing 
 ‘I have not told him you did anything.’ 

     The last structural barrier mentioned in the literature concerns the 

long-distance passivization. Huang (1999) claims that Chinese passives are unique 

in bearing the feature of unbounded dependency, and that only objects in non-finite 

clauses can be passivized via the long-distance passivization.  
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Hu et al. retort, however, that not all of the objects of non-finite clauses can 

undergo the long-distance passivization. Correct as their argument is, it does not 

undermine Huang’s proposition. In Huang’s argumentation, objects undergoing the 

long-distance passivization entail their positions in non-finite clauses, and this 

argumentation is clearly unidirectional, not bidirectional. In compliance with this 

notion, Hu et al.’s argument is absolutely right but irrelevant.  

Some apparent counter-examples given by Hu et al. are illustrated in 

(215)-(217):  

(215) 這些    犯人    被  法庭    宣佈     關押     15 年。 
     zhe4xie1 fan4ren2 bei4 fa3ting2  xuan1bu4 guan1ya1 15 nian2 
     these    criminals BEI court    announce prison   15 years 
     ‘It was announced by the court that these criminals were to be imprisoned for 

15 years.’ 
 
(216) 這  條   原則     已經   多次      被  事實    證明             
     zhe4 tiao2 yuan2ze2 yi3jing1 duo1ci4   bei4 shi4shi2 zheng4ming2  
     this  CL  principle  already many-times BEI  facts    prove        
     任何   所謂    的  反例         都   難以   推翻。 
     ren4he2 suo3wei4 de  fan3li4        dou1 nan2yi3 tui1fan1 
     any    so-called DE  counterexample all   difficult refute 
     ‘It has been proved by many facts that this principle can hardly be refuted by 

any so-called counterexamples.’ 
 
(217) 這個  候選人       被  大家     一直        認為    幾乎  沒      
     zhe4ge hou4xuan3ren2 bei4 da4jia1   yi4zhi2      ren4wei2 ji1hu1 mei2  
     this    candidate     BEI everybody unanimously  think    almost no 

 人  會  選。 
 ren2 hui4 xuan3 
 one  will elect 
 ‘This candidate is unanimously considered that almost nobody will elect him.’ 
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(218)-(220) are their corresponding active counterparts:  

(218) 法庭   宣佈     關押     這些    犯人    15 年。 
      fa3ting2 xuan1bu4 guan1ya1 zhe4xie1 fan4ren2 15 nian2 
      court   announce prison    these    criminals 15 years 
      ‘The court announced that these criminals will be imprisoned for 15 years.’ 
 
(219) 事實   已經   多次    證明       任何    所謂    的             
      shi4shi2 yi3jing1 duo1ci4  zheng4ming2 ren4he2 suo3wei4 de           
      facts    already many-times prove       any     so-called DE   

 反例          都   難以   推翻     這   條   原則。 
 fan3li4         dou1 nan2yi3 tui1fan1  zhe4 tiao2 yuan2ze2 
 counterexample all   difficult refute     this  CL  principle 

‘Many facts have proven that any so-called counterexamples can hardly refute 
this principle.’ 

 
(220) 大家    一直       認為    幾乎  沒   人  會   選    這個   
      da4jia1  yi4zhi2  ren4wei2 ji1hu1 mei2 ren2 hui4 xuan3 zhe4ge  
      everybody unanimously think    almost no  one  will elect  this 
      候選人。 
      hou4xuan3ren2 
      candidate 
      ‘Everyone considers that almost no one will elect this candidate.’ 

Observing carefully from the active counterparts, we can find that all the objects 

undergoing the long-distance passivization are truly situated in non-finite clauses 

subcategorized by guan1ya1 ‘prison’, nan2yi3 ‘difficult’ and hui4 ‘will’, 

respectively, not by xuan1bu4 ‘announce’, zheng4ming2 ‘prove’ and ren4wei2 

‘think’. These verbs, grounded upon our verb classification, all belong to the NC 

verbs subcategorizing non-finite clauses as complement only.  
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     An interesting apparent counter-example cited in Hu et al. (2001) is 

enumerated in (221), involving two phases of passivization and one topicalization, 

as illustrated in (222)-(224): 

(221) 張三      一直   被  認為    早   在  三   年   前    就     被 
     Zhang1san1 yi4zhi2 bei4 ren4wei2 zao3 zai4 san1 nian2 qian2 jiu4    bei4  
      Zhangsan  always BEI think    early at  three year  before already BEI 
 警察     抓走      了。 
 jing3cha2  zhua1-zou3 le 
     police    arrest     ASP 
    *‘Zhangsan was thought to be arrested by the police as early as three years 

ago. ’ 
 
(222) 一直   被 認為    早   在  三  年   前   警察     就     
      yi4zhi2 bei4 ren4wei2 zao3 zai4 san1 nian2 qian2 jing3cha2 jiu4   
      always BEI think    early at   three year  before police  already     
     抓走      了  張三。 
      zhua1-zou3 le  Zhang1san1 
      arrest      ASP Zhangsan 

‘It is thought that the police had arrested Zhangsan as early as three years 
ago.’ 
 

(223) 一直   被 認為    早   在  三   年   前    張三       就  被   
      yi4zhi2 bei4  ren4wei2 zao3 zai4 san1 nian2 qian2 Zhang1san1 jiu4   bei4 
     always  BEI think    early at   three year  before           already BEI   
  警察     抓走      了。 

 jing3cha2 zhua1-zou3 le 
 police    arrest     ASP 
 ‘It is thought that Zhangsan was arrested by the police as early as three years 
ago.’  
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(224) 張三      一直   被  認為    早   在  三   年   前    e 就   被 
     Zhang1san1 yi4zhi2 bei4 ren4wei2 zao3 zai4 san1 nian2 qian2    jiu4  bei4 
      Zhangsan  always BEI think    early at  three year  before e already BEI 
 警察     抓走      了。 
 jing3cha2  zhua1-zou3 le 
     police    arrest     ASP 
    *‘Zhangsan was thought to be arrested by the police as early as three years 

ago. ’ 

In (222), it is the main predicate that involves the process of passivization; then, in 

(223), the process of passivization again applies to the embedded predicate. Finally, 

the passivized element in the embedded clause topicalized to the sentence-initial 

position is shown in (224). Thus, the apparent sentence-initial passivized element in 

(224) is due to the process of topicalization, not the one involving the long-distance 

passivization assumed in Hu et al.’s argumentation.  

6.2 Tang’s Other Five Criteria for Non-finiteness 

     These five criteria include the interpretation and the distribution of WH-words 

and structures reserved only for finite clauses, such as cleft sentences, local 

topicalization and V-not-V questions.  

     The criteria concerning the interpretation and the distribution of WH-words 

draw a boundary between WH-words, these criteria; however, merely describe the 

observed phenomena, contributing no theory-based analysis. Moreover, there are 

still examples contradicting Tang’s predictions can be found; therefore, these criteria 
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seem to be ad hoc, and so do the structures reserved for finite clauses like cleft 

sentences and local topicalizations.  

     Nonetheless, the criterion regarding V-not-V questions merits much attention. 

It is one of the major criteria for finite clauses. We can also verify our previous 

analysis concerning DL verbs via example (225) given by Hu et al.: 

(225) 你們   打算    今晚     還   睡不睡        覺？ 
      ni3men da3suan4 jin1wan3 hai2 shui4-bu2-shui4 jiao4 
      you    plan     tonight   EMP sleep-not-sleep  sleep 
      ‘Do you plan to sleep or not tonight?’ 

In this example, we hypothesize that the DL verb da3suan4 ‘plan’ here 

subcategorizes a finite clause as complement, so it is reasonable to insert an 

embedded overt subject into this sentence due to the presence of the proper buffer, 

viz., jin1wan3 ‘tonight’.  

(226) 你們   打算    今晚    你們   還   睡不睡        覺？ 
      ni3men da3suan4 jin1wan3 ni3men hai2  shui4-bu2-shui4 jiao4 
      you    plan   tonight   you  EMP  sleep-not-sleep  sleep 
      ‘Do you plan to sleep or not tonight?’ 

After inserting an embedded overt subject, it is still an acceptable one though not a 

perfect one. Thus, the grammaticality of this sentence corresponds to the criterion 

concerning V-not-V questions. Two more examples concerning the V-not-V 

questions criteria for finite clauses are shown in (227)-(228):  

(227) 你  打算    明天      去不去     游泳？ 
      ni3 da3suan4 ming2tian1 qu4-bu2-qu4 you2yong3 
      you plan     tomorrow  go-not-go   swim 
      ‘Do you plan to go swimming tomorrow?’ 
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(228) 張三       打算    明年      結不結        婚？ 
      Zhang1san1 da3suan4 ming2nian2 jie2-bu4-jie2  hun1 
      Zhangsan   plan     next-year   marry-not-marry marriage 
      ‘Does Zhangsan plan to get married next year?’ 

Deeply influenced by Taiwanese, Taiwan Mandarin employs many preverbal 

auxiliary verbs being candidates for V-not-V questions of higher probability than 

main verbs, which also corresponds with the constraints required by the DL verbs 

subcategorizing finite clauses in terms of the presence of modals. The counterparts 

of (227)-(228) involving preverbal auxiliary verbs are illustrated in (229)-(230), 

which are much close to the usages in Taiwan Mandarin, and (231)-(232) are the 

ones after the insertion of an embedded overt subject:  

(229) 你 打算    明天      要不要       去  游泳？ 
      ni3 da3suan4 ming2tian1 yao4-bu2-yao4 qu4 you2yong3 
      you plan     tomorrow  want-not-want  go  swim 
      ‘Do you plan to go swimming tomorrow?’ 
 
(230) 張三       打算    明年      要不要       結婚？ 
      Zhang1san1 da3suan4 ming2nian2 yao4-bu2-yao4 jie2hun1 
      Zhangsan   plan     next-year   want-not-want marry 
      ‘Does Zhangsan plan to get married next year?’ 
 
(231) 你 打算    明天      你  要不要       去  游泳？ 
      ni3 da3suan4 ming2tian1 ni3 yao4-bu2-yao4 qu4 you2yong3 
      you plan     tomorrow  you want-not-want go  swim 
      ‘Do you plan to go swimming tomorrow?’ 
 
(232) 張三       打算    明年      他 要不要       結婚？ 
      Zhang1san1 da3suan4 ming2nian2 ta1 yao4-bu2-yao4 jie2hun1 
      Zhangsan   plan     next-year   he  want-not-want marry 
      ‘Does Zhangsan plan to get married next year?’ 
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Being justified by the proven examples, we claim with confidence that this criterion 

for finiteness regarding V-not-V questions is a reliable one.  

     Some of the rest of the criteria concerning the distinction between finiteness 

and non-finiteness we chew over in this section are three structural barriers, two 

constraints on WH-words and three specific syntactic structures. However, only two 

out of them are tenable, namely, the long-distance passivization and the V-not-V 

questions. The long-distance passivization is one of the criteria for non-finiteness, 

confining its application to elements in embedded non-finite clauses only. As for the 

V-not-V question, it is a structure especially reserved for finite clauses.  
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